Engine sources Identification using an Inverse BEM technique
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ABSTRACT

Acoustic equivalent source models play an important role in the automotive NVH design process. Such models represent the sound radiated by an engine e.g. with a set of point sources distributed over the engine’s surface. These models can be used in combination with either measured or computed Noise Transfer Functions. This paper presents an investigation of engine noise radiation using a novel hybrid technique that allows the determination of surface equivalent sources. The method is based on the combination of up-to-date measurement techniques and a numerical Inverse Boundary Element Method (I-BEM). Starting from the measurement of the sound field surrounding a radiating object, the noise sources on the object’s surface are identified using the I-BEM technique. This method is applied to a Mercedes-Benz A-class engine, in order to investigate its vibrational behaviour and predict the sound levels in the far field. Prior to the application to the real engine, the technique was tested on an engine mock-up equipped with six independently driven volume velocity sources. In this setup, the source positions as well as their volume velocities and time correlations are well known. The known source positions are well identified by the software. Good agreement is also obtained on farfield microphones, both for the mockup and for the real running engine.